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Firm:
Liquidmetal Technologies, Inc.
Award Solicitation:
NASA SBIR 2014 Phase I Solicitation
Award ID:
SBIR_14_P1_144272
Award Topic:
Cross Cutting Advanced Manufacturing Process for Large Scale Bulk Metallic Glass Systems for Aerospace Applications
Award Dollars:
124 963.00
Award Lead Center:
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Proposal Number:
Z2.01-9728
Proposal Title:
Large-Scale Manufacturing of Bulk Metallic Glass Sheets and Fiber Metal Laminates
Mission Directorate:
Space Technology
EHB Solicitation ID:
SBIR_14_P1
Selection:
NASA 2014 SBIR Program Phase I Selections
Award Status:
Glenton
Firm PI First Name:
Stephanie
Firm PI Last Name:
OKeeffe
Firm PI Phone:
9496352125
Firm PI Email:

Firm Official First Name:
Glenton
Firm Official Last Name:
Jelbert
Firm Official Phone:
9496352103
Firm Official Email:
glenton.jelbert@liquidmetal.com
Firm Zip:
92688
Firm Zip4:
2144
RI:
Firm State: California
Firm City: Rancho Santa Margarita
RI Street: Liquidmetal Technologies, Inc.
RI City: Rancho Santa Margarita
RI Zip: 92679
RI Zip4: 0000
Award Tech Area: Manufacturing Processes
RI Official First Name: 
RI Official Last Name: 
RI Official Phone: 
RI Official Email: 
EHB Subtopic Number: Z2.01
EHB Subtopic Parent: Z2
EHB Center: JPL
Firm Street: 30452 Esperanza
Migration ID: 0
Migration Firm ID: 0
Migration Solicit ID: 0
Award Tech Taxonomy: Spacecraft Design, Construction, Testing, & Performance (see also Engineering; Testing & Evaluation) Prototyping
Processing Methods Composites Metallics Smart/Multifunctional Materials Vehicles (see also Autonomous Systems)